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Click on ‘Scavenger Hunt’ in the menu to 

redeem your answers for points! 

 

               Sponsored by:  

 

Find the answers to the clues below and enter them to earn points! Leaders at the end of each day will win prizes! 
Note: all answers are a single word (all lowercase) or a number. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORD SEARCH 

Follow the clues below to find the word. 5 points for each! 

 Visit the SHRM booth to find out: how many countries does SHRM's membership span? 

 Visit the KGA booth to find out: over how many organizations does KGA serve? 

 Visit the Consumer Relocation Services booth to find out: CRS has well over how many relationships with 
movers both nationally and internationally? 

 Visit the Hays Companies booth to find out: how many cities for they have representation in, globally? 

 Visit the Granite Group Benefits booth to find out: when was GGB established? 

 Visit the One Digital booth to find out: what was the first year they were named to Inc. 5000 List of America’s 
fastest-growing companies? 

 Visit the NFP booth to find out: when was NFP created? 

 Visit the NEEBCo booth to find out: what is NEEBCo's technology? 

 Visit the Derry Imaging booth to find out: what is the first town they name in their list of locations? 

 Visit the Paul Frank + Collins booth to find out: where are they based? 
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 Visit the US Bureau of Labor Statistics booth to find out: what is Tim's last name? 

 Visit the Invest EAP booth to find out: what do members have immediate access to? 

 Visit the Dinse booth to find out: In addition to being prompt and strategic, what kind of solutions does Dinse 
provide? 

 Visit the Northeast Delta Dental booth to find out: what will be introduced in Vermont for 2021? 

 Visit the MVP Health Care booth to find out: what is Keith's last name? 

 Visit the Vermont Chamber of Commerce booth to find out: what is the first name of their Director of 
Membership Engagement and Development? 

 Visit the CheckmateHCM booth to find out: what kind of codes do they provide to track reimbursable sick time 
and family leave? 

 Visit the Sheehan Phinney booth to find out: How many offices does the firm have? 

 Visit the Granite State College booth to find out: what kind of support to they provide for the needs of adult 
students? 

 Visit the DRM booth to find out: what is the last word in their tagline? 

 Visit the Get Your Edge booth to find out: what does their new program 'Conversational Intelligence ®' help 
leaders unpack? 

 Visit the Borislow Insurance booth to find out: what does Borislow Insurance deliver? 

 Visit the PayData booth to find out: Big, medim or small, what are PayData's workforce solutions? 

 Visit The Richards Group booth to find out: what is the first name of their Program Coordinator? 

 Visit the CGI Business Solutions booth to find out: what is the second word of their tagline? 

 Visit the McLane Middleton booth to find out: what does McLane deliver that is customized? 

 Visit the Hickok & Boardman booth to find out: Besides being the largest, what else is Hickok & Boardman the 
most of in terms of HR support services? 

 Visit the Vermont Relay booth to find out: what kind of solutions does Vermont Relay provide? 

 Visit the VT ESGR booth to find out: what are each state's ESGR Committees primarily made up of? 

 Visit the Strategic HR/CMA booth to find out: what is their COO's last name? 
 

START A CHAT  

Get chatting with someone at the booths below and learn their secret code word. 10 points for each! 

 NEW: Start a private chat with someone at Sheehan Phinney to find out their secret code word! 

 NEW: Start a private chat with someone at Dinse to find out their secret code word! 

 NEW: Start a private chat with someone at Paul Frank + Collins P.C. to find out their secret code word! 

 NEW: Start a private chat with someone at Granite Group Benefits to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at KGA to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Vermont Relay to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at The Richards Group to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Hays Companies to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Northeast Delta Dental to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Hickock & Boardman to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at NFP to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at CGI Business Solutions to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at New England Employee Benefits Company to find out their secret code 
word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at PayData to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at CheckmateHCM to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at OneDigital to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Get Your Edge to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at McLane Middleton to find out their secret code word! 
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 Start a private chat with someone at the Vermont Chamber of Commerce to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Vermont Employer Support of the Guard & Reserve to find out their secret 
code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Invest EAP to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Borislow Insurance to find out their secret code word! 

 Start a private chat with someone at Derry Imaging to find out their secret code word! 
 

JOIN LIVE 

Join these exhibitors, live in their booths, during EXPO breaks to learn a little something new! 20 points for each! 

 NEW: Join live with Sheehan Phinney to find out: What year was the firm formed? 

 NEW: Join live with Dinse to find out: How many attorneys are at Dinse? 

 NEW: Join live with Paul Frank + Collins P.C. to find out: Of the 9 Supreme Court Justices currently serving, how 
many are women? 

 NEW: Join live with Granite Group Benefits to find out: What is Trygve's most common nickname? 

 Join live with McLane Middleton to find out: How many locations does McLane Middleton have? 

 Join live with One Digital to find out: How many years has OneDigital been named to the Inc 5000 List of 
America’s fastest-growing companies? 

 Join live with KGA to find out: How long has KGA been in business? 

 Join live with the Vermont Chamber of Commerce to find out: The statewide Vermont Chamber of Commerce 
represents around __ member businesses – large and small. 

 Join live with Hickok & Boardman to find out: How long has Hickok & Boardman been doing the right thing? 

 Join live with NEEBCo to find out: What year was New England Employee Benefits Company, Inc. established? 

 Join live with Derry Imaging to find out: What rule compels insurance companies to spend 80% of their 
premium income on medical care and healthcare quality improvements? 

 Join live with Get Your Edge to find out: Where was the farthest destination that Ted conducted a leadership 
program? 

 Join live with Invest EAP to find out: What is the rarest M&M color? 

 Join live with Borislow Insurance to find out: How many Centers of Excellence does Borislow Insurance have? 

 Join live with PayData to find out: Besides Payroll, what else does PayData specialize in? 

 Join live with NEDD to find out: Under Northeast Delta Dental’s Guarantee of Service Excellence Program, our 
first guarantee promises smooth what? 

 Join live with Hays Companies to find out: Who founded Hays Companies? 

 Join live with Vermont Relay to find out: What does 711 Relay NOT do? 

 Join live with NFP to find out: NFP Vermont was formerly known as Fleischer Jacobs Group.  What was their 
logo? 

 Join live with The Richards Group to find out: What local cause is Ed an Ambassador for? 

 Join live with CGI Business Solutions to find out: What 3 HUGE things happened in 1997? 

 


